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FROM THE Editor

RYAN HAMM
rhamm@advanstar.com

Looking back, 
looking forward
With 2015 in the rear-
view mirror, it’s time to look back 

at the year that was—and time to look for-

ward at what’s on the horizon.

First, looking back: You’re holding our 

Top 35 issue! It’s actually thanks to YOU 

that this issue exists. In this issue, you’ll 

find the top 25 most-viewed products and 

top five most-viewed techniques as deter-

mined by the page views on our website. 

This means you, our readers, picked what 

we featured! These are the products and 

step-by-step articles that made the big-

gest splashes this year, and we’re excited 

to revisit them.

This is also our combined December/

January issue. This year, we decided to 

combine issues because we know how 

busy the holiday season is. In addition,  

we want to make official what everyone 

actually knows: namely, that the trends 

that defined a year don’t just stop because 

Jan. 1 comes around. So the top trends 

of 2015 we identified are also the trends 

you’ll need to keep in mind as you head 

into 2016. The things that shaped the year 

that was are the same things that will help 

shape the months that follow.

This issue also doesn’t stop here! If you 

head to DLPMagazine.com/Bestof2015, 

you’ll find more of our end-of-year lists. 

You’ll find the full top techniques along 

with top quotes of the year, top premium 

content of 2015 and much more. 

Finally, we hope, as you head into 2016, 

you and your business will only grow in 

knowledge and the confidence to face new 

opportunities head-on. lab

UBM Medica Dental Media offers many services that can 
help you build your business, find qualified employees or sell 
your services.

serve
you?

HOW CAN WE

Subscriptions
Are you moving? Do you 
have a question about your 
subscription?

U.S. and Canadian 
subscribers call  
888-527-7008 

All others call  
218-740-6477

New Products
Offer a product or service 
that you would like to have 
published at no charge in 
the New Products section

Call Danielle Toth at 
440-891-2614 or email 
dtoth@advanstar.com

Online
Looking for product 
information, technique 
tips, survey data and 
classifieds online?

Log onto  
www.dlpmagazine.com

List Services
Thinking about a direct 
mail campaign to target 

dentists or labs based on 
specific demographics?

Call Renée Schuster at 
440-891-2613  
or email rschuster@
advanstar.com

Custom Reprints
Need reprints of an article?

Call 877-652-5295
ext. 121 
or email  
bkolb@wrightsmedia.
com

Communicate 
with us
Would you like to 
comment on an article 
that you read, submit a 
story idea or tell us about 
topics you’d like to see 
covered in DLP? Have you 
written an article you’d 
like to share with your 
colleagues? We want to 
hear from you! 

Call Kevin Henry at  
918-613-1188 or email 
khenry@advanstar.com

Mission Statement
Dental Lab Products provides 

dental laboratory owners and 

managers with unbiased, clear 

and concise insights into optimal 

uses and best applications 

of new products. Integrating 

original research, continuing 

education and international 

industry trends, we support 

laboratory decision-makers in 

their commitment to deliver 

optimum patient care through 

advancing their proficiency, 

productivity and profitability. 
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Softissue Moulage
A natural selection for replication of the soft gingival tissue on a stone 

cast in the laboratory. It is ideal for use in fabrication of implants to de-

termine the emergence profiles, to check the fit of abutments on the im-

plants, and for all gingival simulation. Softissue Moulage separates easily 

from most elastomeric impression materials. Fiber enhanced for the 

ultimate in gingival replication, it is the ideal finishing touch for aesthetic 

case presentations. Softissue offers easy dispensing consistency, precise 

detail reproduction, high tear strength, and excellent resiliency.
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As the go-to product resource for 

the dental lab industry, the team at 

Dental Lab Products wants to make 

it as easy as possible for you to get 

the information you need about 

new products.

In the next few pages, you’ll find 

the reader service card with num-

bers that correspond to advertise-

ments. In this issue  you’ll f ind 

numbers with each of the products 

that appear as editorial in this  

issue of DLP.

You’ll also find opportunities to 

go directly to landing pages that 

allow you to fill in your informa-

tion to receive new product mate-

rials, QR tags that get you there 

directly from your phone and, in 

some cases, text (or SMS) codes that 

provide yet another way to get the 

information you want.

We don’t expect you to use every 

method. We just want to make it 

easy for you to get what you’re look-

ing for on your terms.

You Can:
 Click
 Scan
 Call

Result: 
New product information  
sent directly to you!
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What you loved throughout the last year.
The past 12 months seem like a whirl-
wind in retrospect. In a year that 
included all the usual product trade-
shows PLUS an International Dental Show 
in Cologne, Germany, 2015 brought a slew 
of new innovations. From cutting-edge 
3D printing solutions to new software 
to new milling options, this year brought 
new solutions to the dental lab that will 

change the industry for years to come. 
So here are the top products of 2015 

as determined by our lab readers! As 
always, these were compiled based on 
page views on our website, DLPMagazine.
com. We promise to continue to bring 
you the product news that will help you 
do your job better even as the benchtop 
grows more and more digitized.

http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/lab
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D2000 scanner 
3Shape unveiled a totally new digital den-

tistry scanning solution at the Internation-

al Dental Show in Cologne, Germany. The 

D2000 is designed to have improved accura-

cy and multiline scanning, a breakthrough 

scan technology that has been shown in tri-

als to increase scanning speeds by upwards 

of 30 percent. 

3Shape
908-867-0144 | 3shapedental.com
CIRCLE RS #3

1

High noble SLM options 
High noble selective laser melted (SLM) 

substructures are manufactured from Ar-

gen’s Argedent Euro, an economical, high 

noble white gold alloy containing 40 percent 

gold. Benefits of SLM substructures report-

edly include better fit, consistent results, 

increased productivity and competitive 

pricing. Dental laboratories submit STL files 

to argendigital.com and receive high noble 

SLM single-unit crowns to six-unit bridges 

in only two business days.

Argen
800-255-5524 | argendigital.com
CIRCLE RS #5

Pekkton high 
performance polymer 
Pekkton from Cendres + Metaux SA is a high 

performance polymer (HPP) with report-

edly 80 percent higher compressive strength 

than PEEK polymer. Pekkton can be milled, 

like PEEK, but also pressed, reportedly mak-

ing it the first HPP most labs are able to pro-

cess in-house. Labs are said to be able to 

use this ivory polymer to create lightweight, 

resilient frames and substructures for ce-

ramic, e.max, acrylic and composite. 

anaxdent North America
877-897-6598 | anaxdentusa.com
CIRCLE RS #4

Aurident-Manix MA-4 mill 
Aurident-Manix MA-4 is a heavy-duty four-

axis industrial milling machine optimized 

for the manufacture of titanium custom 

abutments at an economical price. Titani-

um cylinders are used to mill abutments in 

a specially designed holder that allows fast 

interchange. The MA-4 mill automatically 

changes up to three tools and is engineered 

with a precise z-axis height sensor to indi-

cate tool wear. High quality components 

reportedly are used in the engineering and 

manufacture of the mill, including a single-

speed spindle with a 30,000-hour warranty. 

Finished abutments can be milled in 15 to 

25 minutes. A cutting liquid recirculating 

system, CAM software and a large abutment 

library are included with the mill. 

Aurident
800-422-7373 | aurident.com
CIRCLE RS #6

2

3

4
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Varseo 3D printer
BEGO’s Varseo 3D printing system offers 

eight different high performance resins 

that can be changed from one job to the 

next in less than 30 seconds. Varseo is de-

signed to produce highly accurate splints, 

surgical guides, CAD/cast partial frames, 

C&B patterns, as well as custom impres-

sion trays. Indications were also scheduled 

to be expanded to include denture bases, 

models and temporary crowns and bridges. 

The printer accepts any STL file and comes 

standard with 3Shape CAMbridge software 

for support positioning and nesting. Varseo 

is said to offer excellent building speed, high 

accuracy, a user-friendly display and a car-

tridge system that allows the material to be 

changed in seconds. 

BEGO USA
800-342-2346 | begousa.com
CIRCLE RS #7

cubeX2 zirconia 
DAL DT Technologies offers the cubeX2 

cubic zirconia. Manufactured by Dental 

Direkt of Germany, cubeX2 cubic zirconia 

is reportedly a material breakthrough for 

technicians who are searching for esthetics 

combined with material excellence. This 

highly biocompatible cubic zirconia com-

bines the strength of zirconia (720 MPas) 

and the translucency of lithium disilicate 

into a material that is indicated for single 

tooth and three-unit bridgework for any po-

sition in the arch. The discs are available in 

98.5 mm diameter size.  

DAL DT Technologies
888-894-2148 | daltechsystems.com
CIRCLE RS #10

CS 3500 intraoral scanner 
With the CS 3500 intraoral scanner, clini-

cians can scan patients’ teeth directly to 

acquire true-color, 3D images. It offers high 

angulation scanning of up to 45 degrees and 

a depth of 16 mm. The scanner features a 

light guidance system that navigates users 

through the image acquisition process. With 

the ability to instantly generate STL files, 

it lets clinicians own their data and send 

impressions to labs with no fees. It is also 

said to be a more pleasant experience for 

patients.  

Carestream Dental
800-944-6365 | carestreamdental.com
CIRCLE RS #9

Printable denture base
The FDA officially approved a 510(k) for the 

use of DENTCA’s new 3D printable material 

as a denture base. The material is a light-

cured resin indicated for the fabrication and 

repair of full and partial removable dentures 

and baseplates that is said to eventually re-

place traditional heat-cured and auto po-

lymerizing conventional denture-making 

methods.  

DENTCA, Inc.
323-232-7505 | dentca.com
CIRCLE RS #8

5

6

7
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DWOS 5.0 
Dental Wings has released the latest ver-

sion of its software, Version 5.0. Th ere are 

new features and several improvements, in 

addition to bug fi xes. ETI’s Digital Technol-

ogy’s technical team reportedly has tested 

and validated the new features of DWOS 

Version 5.0 and, according to a press release, 

the team fi nds it more effi  cient with faster 

scanning and calculation times and better 

proposals. Reported new features include 

pontic shapes, natural connectors when 

anatomies are in contact and much more. 

Improvements to the software include scan-

ning improvements, full-denture options, 

solutions for implants and bars and 3D PDF 

output.  

ETI Digital Technology
714-238-1490 | etidigitaltechnology.com
CIRCLE RS #11

BruxZir™ for CEREC®

and inLab®

Glidewell Laboratories announced the re-

lease of BruxZir™ Shaded 16 blocks compat-

ible with CEREC® and inLab® MC XL milling 

machines, the dental CAD/CAM solutions 

from Sirona Dental Systems, Inc. Th e blocks, 

available in both 20x19 and 40x19 sizes, 

are to be distributed exclusively by Henry 

Schein, Inc. BruxZir™ Shaded 16, the series 

of preshaded zirconia blocks matching all 

16 VITA Classical shades, is an iteration of 

the BruxZir™ Solid Zirconia line. Reportedly 

known for its superior strength and unique 

vital translucence, the addition of inLab®-

compatible BruxZir™ Shaded 16 blocks to 

the BruxZir portfolio is said to deliver con-

sistency and complete shade penetration to 

dental technicians implementing Sirona’s 

CEREC® and MC XL milling machines.  

Glidewell Laboratories
888-854-7256 | glidewelldental.com
CIRCLE RS #12

9

10

M1 WET HEAVY METAL MILLING UNIT

M1 WET MILLING UNIT

M1 SOFT MILLING UNIT

M1 ABUTMENT MILLING UNIT
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Zirconia bar 
Panthera Dental’s zirconia bar is designed 

with innovation in mind. Featuring screwed 

attachments, labs can request a “wrap-

around” or a “milled” shape, or lab techni-

cians can request a zirconia bar of their own 

design. All zirconia bars are fi tted with tita-

nium screw bases, and there are two ionized 

fi nish choices of gold and pink. Additionally, 

the bar itself comes in three shades of pink 

in addition to traditional white. Th is solution 

from Panthera is engineered to combine the 

advantages provided by zirconia with the 

technology of a screw-attached bar.  

Panthera Dental
855-233-0388 | pantheradental.com
CIRCLE RS #16

CloudPoint™

By enabling the digital production of 

monolithic zirconia crowns and bridges, 

CloudPoint™ from Glidewell Laboratories 

reportedly offers dental labs the most af-

fordable means of providing the CAD/CAM-

produced restorations doctors demand. 

CloudPoint is a complete one-stop solution, 

unlocking a digital portal through which 

cases can be scanned, designed, managed 

and produced. Benefi ts include a high reso-

lution scanner, digital design options and 

potential outsourcing to Glidewell’s state-

of-the-art manufacturing facility. Users are 

able to log in to the portal from any Internet-

connected device to see the real-time sta-

tuses of cases and orchestrate adjustments 

as necessary. Cases can be immediately 

digitized and sent to the cloud from where 

they can be managed and distributed to 

Internet-connected CAD/CAM equipment. 

Glidewell Laboratories
888-854-7256 | cloudpoint.com
CIRCLE RS #13

11

Anti-snoring device 
Panthera Dental received 510(k) clearance from 

the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 

to market the Panthera anti-snoring device. Th is 

product is a removable intraoral device used for 

treating snoring and mild to moderate obstructive 

sleep apnea. It consists of two custom-fabricated 

splints that fi t separately over the upper and lower 

teeth and engage by means of adjustable rods. Th e 

device functions as a mandibular repositioner, 

maintaining the lower jaw in a forward position 

during sleep. 

Panthera Dental
855-233-0388 | pantheradental.com
CIRCLE RS #15

IPS e.max Press MT 
Ivoclar Vivadent extends the range of press 

ingots to include a new level of translucency. 

The IPS e.max Press MT are monochromatic 

ingots of the medium translucency range. Th ey 

consist of the tried-and-tested lithium disilicate 

glass-ceramic material and are said to ensure 

clinical long-term success and fl exibility during 

cementation. The IPS e.max Press MT ingots 

replace the existing IPS e.max Press Impulse 

Value ingots. Th e IPS e.max Press Impulse Opal 

ingots are not aff ected by this change and will 

remain part of the range.  

Ivoclar Vivadent
800-533-6825 | ivoclarvivadent.com
CIRCLE RS #14
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For young and wild 
Are you willing to aim higher? 

Are you willing to give everything?

Young dental technicians push their limits with Zirkonzahn.

The Zirkonzahn Military School is a whole new approach to education. The main aim of this new educational concept is to train young 
people to become good and successful dental technicians by offering an extraordinary course program.

For further information visit www.zirkonzahn-education.com
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Objet Eden260VS Dental 
Advantage 3D printer 
The Objet Eden260VS Dental Advantage 3D 

printer from Stratasys reportedly enables 

faster and more cost-effective production 

of dental parts with delicate features and 

fine details. The printer is compatible with 

all Stratasys dental materials. The Objet 

Eden260VS Dental Advantage adds a sol-

uble support mode previously unavailable 

on PolyJet dental solutions. Additional ben-

efits include automated support removal, 

which is said to provide further advantages 

for dental labs by enabling lower labor cost 

per part. In addition, users have the abil-

ity to switch between soluble and water jet 

modes to balance low-cost automation with 

the occasional need for hands-on support 

removal.

Stratasys
800-801-6491 | stratasys.com/dental 
CIRCLE RS #17

DWX-4W dental mill 
Roland DGA Corporation has a new wet mill-

ing dental machine, the DWX-4W. The ma-

chine’s wet-milling capability allows labs to 

process different materials, simultaneously 

and without a changeover, reportedly saving 

time, effort and money. The DWX-4W cuts 

precision crowns, bridges, inlays and onlays 

and veneers. Simultaneous four-axis milling 

and other special features provide unattend-

ed milling, and up to three standard pin-type 

blocks can be loaded for increased efficiency. 

Roland DGA
800-542-2307 | rolanddga.com
CIRCLE RS #19

17

VeroGlaze update 
Stratasys’ dental material, VeroGlaze, now 

meets the requirements of a biocompatible 

photopolymer. This material is said to be 

ideal for applications requiring short-term, 

mucosal-membrane contact of up to 24 

hours, enabling dental labs to use VeroGlaze 

to create veneer try-ins in the precise A2 

teeth color shade.  

Stratasys
800-801-6491 | stratasys.com/dental
CIRCLE RS #18

MC X5 dental mill 
A five-axis milling and grinding unit, the 

inLab MC X5 is equipped to process the wid-

est variety of material discs and blocks while 

reportedly seamlessly switching between 

both wet and dry functions. The product 

uses durable carbide cutters and diamond 

grinders for remarkably precise milling and 

grinding. The unit is equipped to handle all 

standardized discs with a diameter of 98.5 

millimeters and a height of up to 30 millime-

ters. In addition to milling discs, a specially 

designed multiblock holder can be loaded 

with up to six different material blocks.  

Sirona
718-482-2011 | sironausa.com
CIRCLE RS #20
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CARES® X-Stream
Straumann’s CARES® X-Stream, the efficien-

cy-driven solution that is designed to deliver 

all the prosthetic components necessary for 

a final restoration from only one scan and 

design procedure, is available for bars and 

bridges in conjunction with the Variobase® 

coping on bone-level, screw-retained abut-

ments. This approach is said to save time 

and money for labs that are looking to com-

pete more effectively in today’s cost and 

time-conscious market. 

Straumann
800-448-8168 | straumann.us
CIRCLE RS #21

JP90 handheld injector
The JP90 Handheld Injector was designed 

to work in conjunction with the TCS Digital 

Furnace (or similar furnace) to inject ther-

moplastic clasps, unilaterals and up to five 

consecutive tooth saddle/partials. Using 

this hand-held injector is said to completely 

eliminate the need to flask the case using 

the traditional method, reportedly saving 

you time and money. 

tcs
866-426-2970 | tcsdentalinc.com
CIRCLE RS #22
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Contact your 
local dealer 
for the latest 
CAD/CAM 
software 
generation!

exocad.com/partners

Flexible, 
robust and 
powerful. 
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VITA Easyshade V 
The VITA Easyshade V features an ergo-

nomic design and a user-oriented operat-

ing concept, which is said to be enhanced by 

an intuitive touchscreen color LED display. 

The durable and long-lasting battery can 

be charged wirelessly through an induc-

tive charging base. The VITA Easyshade V is 

engineered to give both dentists and techni-

cians complete shade control, from the de-

termination of tooth shade to the final res-

toration. This new generation of Easyshade 

verifies fabricated restorations as early as 

after initial firing and provides tips on pos-

sible optimization measures for achieving 

the target tooth shade. The software allows 

users to instantly prescribe VITA Classical 

A1-D4 and VITA 3D-Master shades at the 

push of a button. The VITA Assist software 

and app allows for the combination of Ea-

syshade V shade data via Bluetooth with a 

patient photo for better shade communica-

tion between dentist and technician. 

VITA North America
800-828-3839 | vitanorthamerica.com
CIRCLE RS #24

Platinum 3D
Valplast International Corporation revealed 

its solution to bring digital dentures to exist-

ing CAD/CAM users. Platinum 3D from Val-

plast is a product line featuring the Platinum 

Series brand of denture tooth by Valplast, 

a multilayered, nanofilled PMMA denture 

tooth. A digital library of 3D tooth models 

will be made available to all Platinum 3D 

denture tooth customers. Platinum 3D is 

available in a completely open architecture 

format compatible with any open scanner 

and CAD for full dentures and no licens-

ing fees. 

Valplast
516-442-3923 | valplast.com
CIRCLE RS #23

KATANA™ zirconia shades 
KATANA™ Zirconia ML Discs reportedly 

are the first gradational multilayered, high 

performance zirconia blanks in the dental 

industry and are available in new shades. 

This polychrome zirconia disc consists of 

four precolored layers showing smooth 

enamel, dentin and cervical color shifts. 

With the new addition of C Light, D Light 

and A White, dental labs can now achieve 

all VITA shade ranges. With the additional 

shades, 98 percent of shade matching is now 

easily achieved when using KATANA zir-

conia. KATANA Zirconia ML and HT are 

said to be esthetic, durable, innovative and 

inherently cost-effective and time-saving. 

Zahn Dental
631-843-5500 | zahndental.com
CIRCLE RS #25
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Prettau® Anterior
Prettau® Anterior is a highly biocompatible 

zirconia material from Zirkonzahn. Due to 

its high translucency, it is reportedly ideally 

suited for use in the anterior tooth region. 

Moreover, it is also appropriate for use in 

the posterior tooth region. Prettau® Anterior 

can be used for partial and single crowns, 

inlays, onlays, veneers and bridges (with a 

maximum of three elements). According to 

a test procedure for determining the flex-

ural strength, carried out at the University 

of Pennsylvania, Prettau® Anterior has been 

able to achieve a value of 670 MPa. Contrary 

to glass ceramics, it distinguishes itself not 

only through higher bending strength but 

also through its processing method because 

neither water cooling nor diamond drills 

are required. The material is milled dry and 

with common zirconia burs. Prettau® Ante-

rior is also engineered to be highly translu-

cent and esthetic.

Zirkonzahn
800-989-8931 | zirkonzahn.com
CIRCLE RS #26

Mihm Vogt TABEO
furnace
The TABEO furnace from Mihm Vogt fea-

tures a compact design with a small space 

requirement. It has a capacity for a sin-

tering bowl Ø 100 mm (approximately 20 

single crowns). The freely selectable pro-

grams simplify usage and allow all sintering 

functions for standard sintering programs. 

The electronic door lock prevents premature 

opening, and the door hinge can be oriented 

to the right or left.

Zubler USA
770-921-2131 | zubler-usa.com
CIRCLE RS #27
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More than a  
    fixed rehabilitation.
  A reason to smile.

With Straumann® Pro Arch, labs benefit from a high-end  solution  
that brings a new quality of life, and a beautiful smile:

Straumann Pro Arch:

 • Provides options for immediate temporization

 • Boosts efficiency with new prosthetic portfolio

 • Bars and bridges for abutment level or implant level, or combination

 • Accessibility for every lab via CARES and Scan & Shape Service

 • Connects you to Straumann’s network of referral clinicians, delivering incremental business 

Visit straumannproarch.com for more information

In combination with:

CARES SRBB
Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 30
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Most-viewed TECHNIQUES

Top 5 Most-viewed 
Techniques in 2015
BENCH MASTERY: COMPLETE IMPLANT 
MAXILLARY AND MANDIBULAR RECON-
STRUCTION 

From the February 2015 issue. Check out the before (Fig. 
1A) and after (Fig. 1B) and then visit http://bit.ly/1lMFnX3 
to check out the whole step-by-step.

In this case study, a 70-year-old individual with advanced 

periodontally involved teeth having Class III mobility pre-

sented for comprehensive implant restorations. He had 

few remaining teeth, necessitating extractions. His desire 

was for fi xed restorations and not removable prosthetics. 

The patient was in good health with no medical contra-

indications for the surgical/prosthetic endeavors he was 

about to undergo. 

TECHNIQUE: HOW TO COOPERATIVELY FIX 
A FAILED COSMETIC CASE

From the January 2015 issue. Check out the before (Fig. 
2A) and after (Fig. 2B) and then visit http://bit.ly/1XZK77L 
to check out the full technique including all references.

Taking a comprehensive approach to diagnosing esthetic 

cases proves an invaluable fi rst step in comprehensively 

treatment planning even the most seemingly straight 

forward of cosmetic cases.

Then, applying the necessary skills to evaluate the 

biological, structural, functional and esthetic factors 

that infl uence the smile and the oral health that supports 

and maintains it becomes equally important to ensure 

long-term predictability. Most signifi cant, however, is 

coordinating communication among all members of the 

interdisciplinary team, including the laboratory ceramist, 

to coordinate treatment and ensure the selection and use 

of the most appropriate materials and restorative designs.

STEP-BY-STEP: AN EASIER COST-EFFECTIVE 
WAY TO DELIVER ARTICULATED CASES

From the February 2015 issue. Check out the before (Fig. 
3A) and after (Fig. 3B) and then visit http://bit.ly/1SMCwID 
to check out the whole step-by-step.

Durable and stronger than most other plastic articulators, 

Wondertech Articulators (from Dental Creations) do not 

have stability problems. The articulators function much 

Fig. 1A 70-year-old individual with 
periodontally involved teeth

Fig. 1B Review of necessary surgical stents Fig. 2A Right lateral pre-operative view of 
the patient  

Fig. 2B Final restorations were sent to 
the restorative dentist for evaluation.

Fig. 3A  The components to the 
Wondertech Articulators 

Fig. 3B Wondertech Articulator fully assembled

55

http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/lab
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Fig. 4A Freedom scanner                        

like metal “Foster” articulators.

Once articulated, the case can easily be put through 

the same functions and excursive movements as metal 

or semi-adjustable articulators.

TECHNIQUE: HOW TO CREATE THE BEST ESTHET-
ICS USING MODERN DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY

From the May 2015 issue. Check out the before (Fig. 4A) 
and after (Fig. 4B) and then visit http://bit.ly/20Xlq09 to 
check out the whole step-by-step.

New methods of utilizing CAD/CAM digital dental technol-

ogy are growing every day. In the future, this approach will 

be the most common when we fabricate restorations for 

our clients. It has certainly changed the way our labora-

tory industry operates.

We can produce restorations at a more predictable level 

with less cost than we were able to in the past, and, as an 

added bonus, the product is better! It is another option 

available to us and, many say, the wave of the future. 

TECHNIQUE: BUILDING A FULL-MOUTH HYBRID

From the January 2015 issue. Check out the before (Fig. 
5A) and after (Fig. 5B) and then visit http://bit.ly/1HTbz5y 
to check out the whole step-by-step.

Screw-retained full-mouth dentures are becoming very 

popular with clinicians and technicians alike. Everyone is 

becoming more familiar with the techniques we can use to 

fabricate these restorations. Hybrid bars as a substructure 

are a near-guarantee with the porcelain directly fused to 

the bar by the technician with ease.

Our case study will provide a few tips that should help 

technicians and dentists alike to work even more predict-

ably with titanium. lab

Fig. 5A Pre-operative view  Fig. 5B After contour and glazing

Most-viewed TECHNIQUES

Fig. 4B Mirrored view

Primotec USA

866-643-3129
www.primotecusa.com 

info@primotecusa.com 

efficient modeling made easy 

light cured universal modeling resin

 

· ready to use – easy to apply
· dimensionally stable – perfect fit
· burns out cleanly – for great casting results

Easily removed from the model, distortion and 
stress free. Ideal for investing and casting, 
scanning, copy milling or pressing.

primopattern LC

available as gel and paste

indispensable light cured material 

for all cases – for every lab

NEW
also in

CLEAR

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 31
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“VITA [porcelain is] the only
porcelain that comes out of
the bottle in 3D shades!”
One lab owner talks about staying relevant and creating  
beauty with VITA products.

Bobby Williams, CDT, is founder and 

owner of two dental laboratories: Tech-

source Dental and Synergy Ceramics. A 

long-time expert in the field of esthetics, 

particularly in ceramics, Williams is 

known for his attention to artistry and 

commitment to keep his labs (and himself) 

at the cutting edge of dental technology. 

Here, he explains how labs can embrace 

digital tools, maintain their artistry and 

create excellent work for their dental clients 

and the final patients.

Tell us a little bit about your lab 
and work.
I actually have two laboratories under one 

roof. The first, Techsource Dental, is a digi-

tal laboratory that specializes in accepting 

intraoral scans and creating reasonably 

priced, everyday restorations. The other 

laboratory, Synergy Ceramics, focuses on 

complex and cosmetic restorations, from 

single centrals to full-mouth rehabs. 

What makes your lab successful, 
and how do you stay competitive?
With Techsource Dental, we spend the 

necessary time to properly design and 

mill monolithic restorations that are 

competitively priced to compete with 

the larger laboratories. They are then 

accurately stained with VITA Akzent Plus 

stains. With Synergy Ceramics, education 

is paramount. Having the knowledge to 

tackle complex cases and be a competent 

partner to our clinicians adds tremendous 

value, but you also have to back it up with 

solid esthetics and function.

You specialize in highly esthetic 
ceramic work. How does working 
with VITA porcelains help you in 
your work and provide you with 
your desired results?
VITA has the only porcelain that comes 

out of the bottle in 3D shades! That gives 

me a huge advantage in matching shades. 

All other porcelain systems have to mix 

shades to try and match, while I just have 

to take a 3D shade directly out of the bottle.

What has your experience been 
with VITA products like Akzent 
Plus? How has that enabled your 
esthetic work?
Akzent Plus has been a great benefit to 

BOBBY WILLIAMS, 
CDT

Esthetics with VITA VM 9 porcelain Using VITA’s unique porcelain 
material and Akzent Plus stains, Williams’ excellent layering technique delivers 
stunning results.

Posterior teeth matter, too The esthetics of VITA VM9 and VITA Akzent 
Plus make every tooth look as close to reality as possible.

FEATURED Brand special advertising section 
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”

“

both laboratories. We use the 

material to stain monolithic 

restorations. We also use the 

material internally and exter-

nally with layered restorations, 

and they’re highly accurate.

What advice do you have 
for a lab that is struggling 
to adapt to emerging 
technology and price 
pressures?
If I were starting a laboratory 

today, I would purchase an 

open scanner coupled with 

the exocad system. Let some-

one else mill and/or print for 

you, carry the inventory and 

eat the internal remakes. Don’t 

compete with price pressure! 

Educate yourself, work at your 

craft and command a higher 

fee. You will never win the 

race to the bottom in price. I 

never stop learning, as I just 

completed a two-year jour-

ney in the Kois program. I’ve 

averaged at least 75 hours of CE 

per year for the last five years. 

I don’t say this to brag. I say 

this to encourage fellow tech-

nicians to better themselves 

through education.

How do you see the 
ceramics business and 
market changing and 
adapting to digital tools 
and technology?
Digital technology is here to 

stay, and if you’re not a part 

of it, you will get left behind. 

Our labs have been digital 

for more than 10 years, and I 

truly believe it has absolutely 

made us more streamlined 

and profitable! You will have 

to be able to accept intraoral 

scans ASAP! Mass adoption 

of intraoral scanners by clini-

cians is inevitable. Lastly, there 

is an artistic resurgence in our 

profession that has truly reig-

nited my passion. Groups like 

Damaged Goods, where great 

technicians share their knowl-

edge, have been sorely needed! 

More than ever, technicians 

have to separate themselves 

with their skill set and demand 

higher fees for their quality of 

work. lab

CALL: 800-828-3839

CLICK:

VITANORTHAMERICA.COM

CIRCLE: RS #32

FEATURED PRODUCTS

VITA VMK Master®

The VITA VMK Master® metal ceramic porce-

lain is ideal for simple minimal powder build-

ups to the more complex cases with individual 

characteristics. Its optimum firing temperature 

and chemical and physical properties make it 

suitable for veneering nearly all types of den-

tal alloys, including nonprecious. A complete 

range of modifier porcelains is available, includ-

ing luminaries to enhance fluorescence, trans-

lucent porcelains to reproduce the translucency of natural tooth enamel, neck modifiers to 

simulate the cervical third, gingival porcelains to simulate tissue color and opal and pearl 

modifiers to achieve true youthful and bleached teeth. VITA VMK Master® is available in VITA 

3D-MASTER® and classical A1-D4 shades. For more information, visit vitanorthamerica.com. 

(Photo: Amos Harting, CDT)

There is an artistic resurgence 
in our profession that has truly 
reignited my passion. Groups 
like Damaged Goods, where 
great technicians share their 
knowledge, have been sorely
needed! More than ever, 
technicians have to separate
themselves with their skill set
and demand higher fees for
their quality of work.

special advertising section FEATURED Brand 

VITA VM 9
VITA VM 9 is a highly esthetic, fine-structure feld-

spar ceramic that is perfectly adapted to the CTE 

value of zirconia frameworks, ensuring optimum 

bonding. VITA VM 9 can also be used for individual-

izing restorations made from VITABLOCS MARK II 

and VITA PM 9 press ceramic pellets and features 

excellent milling and polishing properties, especially 

in situ. VITA VM9 is available in VITA 3D-MASTER® 

and classical A1-D4 shades, and additional modifier porcelains are available for esthetic individual-

ization. For more information, visit vitanorthamerica.com. (Photo: VM 9 Tooth #8, Dr. Ed McLaren) 

VITA Linearguide 3D-MASTER® 
The VITA Linearguide 3D-Master enables the 

quick determination of precise tooth shades and 

uses the same scientific principles and 29 shades 

found in the popular VITA 3D-Master shade guide. 

The Linearguide features a sleek, linear design 

that makes the process of precise shade determi-

nation even faster and easier. In two simple steps, the final shade is achieved first by selecting 

from five value tabs, then by choosing the proper mix of chroma and hue within the selected 

value range. For more information, visit vitanorthamerica.com. 

VITA Easyshade® V 
Capturing shade has never been more

innovative and precise. The new Easyshade

V is not only faster but offers new

applications for shade determination for

the selection of the most appropriate

materials for each specific case. Shade

determination is simplified by combining

shade information with a patient photo by

using VITA Assist. The redesign features an intuitive touchscreen design, color LED

display and inductive charging base. For more information, visit vitashades.com.

http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/lab
http://vitanorthamerica.com/
http://vitanorthamerica.com/
http://vitanorthamerica.com/
http://vitanorthamerica.com/
http://vitanorthamerica.com/products/shade-management/vita-easyshade-v/
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ADVERTISE  
NOW!

We have one of the largest 

MARKETPLACE sections 

in the industry. With our online 

opportunities, we open up 

unlimited potential.

Call Linda Barrier for 

advertising information  

at 800.225.4569 x2701
lbarrier@advanstar.com

“Methods evolve.”“Method The Monotrac V2 Supermodel with 
full-featured capability provides  

efficient, accurate, simple solutions  
for all your model,  

die and articulation needs.

T H E  M O N O T R A C  V 2  S U P E R M O D E L

Fast, Accurate, Simple.

Toll Free: (888) 942-9494

See our latest technique videos  
on You Tube or at 

www.monotrac.com
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PRODUCTS & SERVICES
LAB SERVICES

PRODUCTS & APPLIANCES

REPAIR SERVICES

European Style Framework
German-trained technicians A.D.V. Dental Lab 
will provide you with the best framework. $85 per 
case. 3 days in Lab. 50% off 1st case. Vitallium 
2000 available. 8064 W. 21 Ct., Hialeah, FL 
33016. 305-558-3444 www.advdentallab.com

DDS
Handpiece Repair & Sales

 Ney, Jelenko, NSK, Osada, Brasseler, Kavo, Ram, etc.
Repair electric micromotors, high speed air-drive, 

most low speed air-drive & other small equipment.
 55 years experience  2 day turnaround on most repairs 
 Buy and sell new and used handpieces and equipment

DDS Handpiece Repair & Sales 
1000 Waverly St. or PO Box 2158

Oldsmar,

Content Licensing for 

Every Marketing Strategy

Marketing solutions fit for:
 Outdoor
  Direct Mail
  Print Advertising
  Tradeshow/POP Displays
 Social Media
 Radio & Television

Logo Licensing    |    Reprints

Eprints    |    Plaques

Leverage branded content from Dental Lab Products to create a more powerful 

and sophisticated statement about your product, service, or company in your 

next marketing campaign. Contact Wright’s Media to find out more about 

how we can customize your acknowledgements and recognitions to enhance 

your marketing strategies.

For more information, 

call Wright’s Media at 877.652.5295 or  

visit our website at www.wrightsmedia.com

MARKETPLACE  

ADVERTISING

Call Linda Barrier at 

1-800-225-4569 

ext. 2701

lbarrier@advanstar.com

http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/lab
mailto:lbarrier@advanstar.com
https://wrightsmedia.com/
http://marketplace.dentalproductsreport.com/
http://www.advdentallab.com/
http://store.talladium.com/
http://store.talladium.com/
http://www.ddshprepair.com/
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2015 may have come and gone without 

the Cubs winning the World Series, the 

hoverboard being on shelves every-

where or Marty McFly appearing from 

1985, but it certainly came with its fair 

share of change! Th e dental laboratory 

world was no exception; changes came 

fast and furious, particularly because it 

was a year when the International Dental 

Show occurred and previewed some of 

the most cutting-edge solutions coming 

to the dental laboratory. With the year 

behind us, it’s time to take a look back at 

some of the trends that impacted dental 

laboratories this year and will continue 

to impact them into 2016 and beyond. 

1. DENTURES GO DIGITAL
This year, it seemed like new denture 

work f lows were ever y where. From 

fully digital outsourcing options to 

announcements of new workfl ows still 

to come to fruition and a myriad of new 

CAD options for denture production, the 

denture workfl ow has fi nally begun to 

evolve with new technolog y. W hile 

the full potential of digital tools on the 

denture workfl ow has yet to be realized, 

2015 off ered some tantalizing glimpses 

at some of the possibilities. Suddenly, 

full dentures produced entirely from 

digital fi les don’t seem like such a far-

away option. 

2. MODULES CHANGE CAD
2015 felt like the year CAD modules 

sta r ted to rea l ly ta ke of f . We saw 

announcements for modules to create 

implants, partials, dentures and more, 

using the same software many labs 

already have with their scanner. Th ese 

new options open up new revenues for 

labs and make design software even 

more versatile for a variety of indica-

tions. As these new modules become 

more user-friendly and tested, perhaps 

the siloing of certain tasks to certain 

tools will be a thing of the past. 

3. 3D PRINTING FLIRTS WITH 
THE FUTURE
This was the first year it seemed like 

the thing 3D printer manufacturers 

have been hinting at, printing entirely 

fi nished dental prostheses and restora-

tions with the push of a button, seemed 

to come closer to reality. New materials 

mimic the feel of gingiva, and we saw 

our first FDA-approved 3D-printable 

denture material. We’re also seeing 

new 3D printers that can layer differ-

ent materials over one another. As more 

materials get approved and machines 

improve in eff ectiveness and effi  ciency, 

what seemed like sci-fi  is quickly becom-

ing the status quo. 

4. BUSINESS STRUGGLES 
CONTINUE BUT ARE EVE-
NING OUT
Th is year, the NADL released numbers 

showing the number of labs in the United 

States is decreasing. Additionally, sal-

ary numbers from the U.S. Bureau of 

Labor Statistics show wages for dental 

technicians are growing slowly even as 

the number of total labs continues to 

decrease. But there are also signs the 

trends may be evening out. Labs are 

contracting at a slower rate, and wages 

are rising, albeit slowly. 2016 will likely 

show how some of these numbers will 

bear out, but we hope the worst of the 

numbers are behind us. 

5. THE LINE GETS BLURRIER
As the digital workf low continues to 

change how labs and dentists work 

together, the line between the two has 

gotten even more subtle in the last 12 

months. Dentists are bringing labs in-

house, and lab technicians are being 

invited chairside to off er their expertise 

on tricky implant cases. Technology and 

materials innovations bring dramatic 

changes for both labs and dentists, 

which means it’s no longer possible for 

dental technicians to only pay attention 

to new lab products. Th ey must educate 

themselves on new methods to receive, 

process and turn around cases. Th e new 

workfl ows present some exciting oppor-

tunities, and the next year will show how 

much is possible with these new tech-

nologies. lab

Looking at the biggest factors that changed our industry this year.
by Ryan Hamm

THE TOP 5 
LAB TRENDS OF 2015

http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/lab
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